The Unendable Song, Lyrics by Dr. Tom Klitsner,  
Tune: The Impossible Dream  (Chords: Marian McKenzie)

G                               C
To dream the impossible dream, To eat the uneatable food,
Bm                               C          Am                                D
To defend the indefensible thesis, To read the unreadable text.

G                               C
To work the unworkable hours, To waste the unwasteable time,
Bm                               C          Am                                    D
To teach the unteachable freshman, To choose the unchoosable choice.

D7                               G          Em
This is my quest, my thesis to do,
Bm                               C
No matter how hopeless, or whether its true.
Em                               C
To be willing to work, without purpose or cause

G                               G          Em          F           D
To be willing to march through the halls wrapped completely in gauze!

G                               C
To live the unliveable life, To wear the unwearable socks,
Bm                               C          G          F              G
To utter the unutterable utterance…. To end the undendable song!